ISLAMIZING EDUCATION - K-12 AND CAMPUS KIDS IN GRAVE
DANGER!
In October 2012, a public education elementary school teacher in Chesapeake, VA was
arrested on charges of assault for blooding the hand of a student for not performing
Islamic hand signs correctly. In 2011 another public school in Mansfield Texas got
caught by parents attempting to force all students to learn Arabic language. In
Murfreesboro, TN parents recently discovered a plot by the local Muslim population to
intimidate the school board with threats of lawsuits if they did not grant special privileges
to Muslim students.
Right now, today, all across America, Muslim prayer rooms are being forced into
elementary, middle and even Catholic schools. All across America, students in
elementary and high schools are being indoctrinated with textbooks that have been rewritten to Islamize students by altering the history of Islam and paint Christianity and
Judaism in a negative light. And, on nearly every college campus, the Muslim Students
Association (MSA), which is the recruiting arm of the Muslim Brotherhood, is receiving
protections and platforms to spew their hate against America while they covertly train the
next batch of terrorist leaders. http://www.cbn.com/cbnnews/us/2011/march/muslimstudent-group-a-gateway-to-jihad/ .
You might ask, “How can this be happening without parents knowing about it?”
The answer to that question has several parts. They are as follows:
1) Parents are not asking questions of their children about what is going on or
checking their study materials
2) The liberal bias of the educational system that is sympathetic to the Islamization
of schools
3) The atmosphere of political correctness that is crippling the country
The future generations of America are quickly being lost as the Islamic Supremacist work
their long term plan to Islamize the youth just as Hitler did by forming the Brownshirt
youth army in the 1940’s. While Americans sleepwalk, their children are being wooed
away as the infiltrators systematically lay the groundwork for the future Islamic States of
America. While you are focused on next week, Islam is focused on your kids and what
they will be able to do 15-20 years from now.
The resources that you will need to educate your community on these issues are listed
below. Distribute them freely and encourage all parents to immediately get actively
involved in their children’s activities and studies.

